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Poisonous arrows and unsound 
minds: hysterical tetanus in the 

Victorian South Pacific
Daniel Simpson

When the Royal Navy sloop and flagship of the Australia Station HMS 
Pearl returned to Sydney harbour on 23 August 1875, it brought with it 
sad and disturbing news. On the journey home, three sailors, including 
the Station’s popular and well-respected commodore, James Graham 
Goodenough, had died from wounds sustained a fortnight earlier at 
Nendö Island, part of the Santa Cruz group in the South Pacific Ocean. 
On 12 August, Goodenough and five members of his crew were shot 
with reputedly poisonous arrows following an unsuccessful attempt to 
interview Nendö people as part of their investigation into the Pacific 
Islands labour trade, which Goodenough considered a modern form 
of slavery. In an echo of the death of Captain James Cook almost one 
hundred years before, the men came under attack while fleeing the 
beach for the relative safety of the Pearl’s whaleboats, pursued by island-
ers who had long since grown wary of British intrusion. Diligently 
recorded by the Pearl’s surgeon, Adam Brunton Messer, the symptoms 
suffered by at least three of the wounded sailors were undoubtedly 
those of tetanus. Though the disease had long since been associated 
with open wounds and tropical climates, the tetanus bacterium Clostrid-
ium tetani had not yet been discovered; the poisonous arrows’ power to 
tetanise their victims was therefore unexplained. This chapter explores 
how Messer subsequently utilised the ambiguous aetiology of tetanus 
in order to dispute claims that the arrows were poisonous and to argue 
instead that the sailors of the Pearl in reality suffered from a ‘hysterical’ 
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270 Negotiating global modernities

form of the disease. In doing so, Messer imbricated mid-Victorian 
concern about stress and nervous breakdown with imperial efforts 
to ‘civilise’ the South Pacific. Sympathetic to missionary proselytisa-
tion in the region, and desirous to bolster the standing of the Medical 
Department of the Navy, Messer suggested that tetanus was most likely 
to occur in victims possessing a ‘superstitious dread’ of poisonous 
arrows. The social, physical, and mental health of the inhabitants of 
the Santa Cruz group, and of those who visited, were therefore said to 
be contingent upon the spread of Christian belief and modern medical  
understanding.

Only one year previously, Goodenough had sought to associate 
himself with Cook rather less literally by unveiling a memorial to the 
famous navigator at Randwick, in Sydney.1 It was owing to the contem-
porary predominance of such conventions of ‘naval hagiography’ that 
the specific nature of the Santa Cruz poisons met with an initially 
uncritical reception.2 The throng which greeted the Pearl’s unhappy 
return to Sydney in 1875 was more enthused by the opportunity to 
mourn its fallen commodore. Reporting a week later, the Sydney 
Morning Herald declined even to mention that poison had been 
involved.3 Of greater significance to the crowd was the fact that Good-
enough’s party had been ‘massacred’, in further proof of the ‘savage’ and 
‘cruel’ nature of a people who, four years before, had murdered the first 
bishop of Melanesia, John Coleridge Patteson, on nearby Nukapu.4 The 
intensity of popular ill-feeling, helped along by reports of the failing 
missionary endeavour, occurred within a period otherwise distin-
guished, according to Jane Samson, by an emerging sense of ‘imperial 
benevolence’ in which ‘Christian piety, public duty and particular con-
structions of race and culture’ informed ‘a powerful alliance between 
humanitarian activism and naval power’.5 The clamour which sur-
rounded the perceived martyrdom of the Royal Navy’s ‘strikingly 
modern’ and Christian luminary thus underlined the dialectical and 
introspective nature of the much-championed humanitarian ethos; as 
with rumours of cannibalism, reports of poison were fleeting, vague, 
and requiring of little evidentiary support.6

Much of Messer’s argument was therefore controversial at the time. 
Lauded not only in Sydney society but throughout the British Empire 
as a paragon of the rational, moral, and Christianly virtues then thought 
to exemplify the ‘modern’ condition, Goodenough was an inauspicious 
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Poisonous arrows and unsound minds  271

target for the surgeon’s claim that a ‘civilised’ state could be lost as well 
as gained. Safely beyond the range of Santa Cruz arrows, colonists living 
in Australia were far from curious about their true nature, and did not 
necessarily sympathise with claims that Nendö people could be 
‘improved’. Nevertheless, Messer undoubtedly sought to appeal to 
public and learned audiences alike. A pamphlet outlining his theories 
was distributed in 1877, seemingly with government assistance, to ‘all 
museums’ in Australia, where it sought to draw the venom from popular 
displays of poisonous arrows, and the lurid claims of their efficacy often 
made in accompanying texts.7 The pamphlet was a much abbreviated 
version of two striking reports published by Messer, ‘An enquiry into 
the reputed poisonous nature of the arrows of the South Sea Islanders’, 
and a ‘Continuation’ of his enquiries, which appeared in the Admiralty’s 
Statistical Report of the Health of the Navy for 1875 and 1876.8 Owing to 
the considerable interest with which it was received, the surgeon also 
published a summary of his work in an 1878 edition of the journal of 
the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, of which 
Messer had become a fellow in 1877.9

Messer’s reports, and in particular his argument for ‘hysterical 
tetanus’, offer valuable evidence of the application of psycho-
physiological theory to constructions of modern and civilised behav-
iour, civilisational progress, and mental illness in the late nineteenth 
century. However, the fate of Messer’s work also highlights the chal-
lenge which the emergence of germ theory posed to understandings of 
the relationship between good mental and physical health. Arthur 
Nicolaier’s 1884 experiments with bacteria, and the first isolation of the 
tetanus bacterium by Robert Koch and others in 1889, challenged theo-
ries of tetanus, including Messer’s, which blamed eccentric systems of 
thought for the muscular stiffness and spasms associated with a disor-
dered nervous system.10 Soon disputed, the evasions and contradictions 
of Messer’s work, which I explore below, had also the unintended effect 
of dramatically increasing concern about the manufacture of poisonous 
weaponry by the indigenous populations of the South Pacific Ocean. 
Largely alone in thinking that fear of poison was superstitious, and 
unable convincingly to rule out Nendö people’s use of plant-based 
poisons such as strychnine, Messer appears, by giving substance to the 
issue, to have single-handedly transformed what was formerly a vague 
suspicion of indigenous toxins into something approaching a colonial 
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272 Negotiating global modernities

and imperial crisis. This is apparent, for example, in a series of fearful 
editorials thereafter published in British and Australian newspapers.11

Never comprehensively resolved, the legacy of the debate endured 
into the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries, especially within com-
parable, albeit literary, ‘murder mysteries’, which perpetuated the notion 
that contact with isolated and ‘primitive’ peoples threatened at best to 
prejudice a modern and civilised visitor’s moral condition, and at worst 
to inflict sudden death. Many readers are likely to recall the character 
Tonga, a man from the Andaman Islands, who accompanied the antago-
nist Jonathan Small in Arthur Conan Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes story 
The Sign of Four, first published in 1890.12 Weakened first by the lure of 
an oriental treasure and thereafter imprisoned for stealing it, the narra-
tive tells of Small’s encounter with Tonga in an Andaman penal colony, 
and of his subsequent use of the ‘little Andaman Islander’ to wreak 
revenge. Significantly, Tonga’s deadly poisoned ‘darts’, shot from a blow-
pipe, were found by Holmes and John Watson to contain ‘some 
strychnine-like substance which would produce tetanus’.13 This confla-
tion of an unknown poison with tetanic spasms suggests strongly that 
Conan Doyle was inspired by the well-publicised research into Santa 
Cruz arrows which occurred in the aftermath of Goodenough’s death. 
In so doing, Conan Doyle influenced further stories about strychnine 
poisoning (a poison derived from certain plants), and its association 
with a sudden, mysterious, and violent fate. Examples include Agatha 
Christie’s 1920 novel, The Mysterious Affair at Styles.14

Naval medicine and imperial modernity, c. 1875

The peculiar combination of inductive logic, careful rationalism, and 
fascination with strange and exotic phenomena which suffused Conan 
Doyle’s life and writings, and indeed the late Victorian period more 
generally, was present too in Messer’s enquiries into the attack on the 
Pearl.15 Eager from the start to exploit the incident as an opportunity to 
investigate the poisonous character of Santa Cruz arrows, the surgeon 
recorded in his journal a detailed ‘epitome’ of the condition of the 
wounded sailors in the eight days from 13 to 20 August.16 At sea, Mess-
er’s treatments were limited; in the manner of responding to snakebites, 
the puncture wounds left by the arrows in their victims were at first 
sucked by whichever volunteers were immediately to hand. Thereafter, 
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the care given by Messer comprised of linseed poultices, cupping, mor-
phine, carbolic acid (for cleaning wounds), and silver nitrate (for cau-
terising them). The men’s wounds were varied; fired from a mere five 
yards, two arrows had pierced Goodenough’s thin frock coat and straw 
hat, leaving a scratch to his head and a deeper injury to his left side. 
Further arrows hit two ordinary seamen named Edward Rayner and 
Frederick Small, causing injuries to their legs and scalps that were also 
eventually to prove fatal. The coxswains Thomas Jones and Allen Jervis, 
and the ship’s cook, Thomas Satchwell, suffered similar arrow wounds 
but recovered after the second day. A sub-lieutenant, Henry Hawker, 
‘accidentally came in contact with an arrow in the hand of a native and 
received a slight scratch of the skin’ before the attack occurred. Hawker 
and Jervis complained of twitching, and the latter suffered two ‘epilep-
tiform fits’, but both recovered by the eighth day. A final sailor, the 
engineer Alfred Belts, also demanded treatment after handling some of 
the arrows which had been brought on to the ship, but was not included 
in the epitome.

Tetanus did not become apparent in Goodenough, Rayner, and 
Small’s wounds until the sixth day, at which stage Messer attributed the 
disease to their insomnia and worsening spasms. By 21 August, these 
symptoms had proven fatal in all three patients. Messer’s actions fol-
lowing the Pearl’s arrival in Sydney two days later are not recorded, but 
the surgeon’s records show that it took until March 1876 to complete 
his first official report of the incident.17 Making the most of Sydney’s 
ready access to imperial networks, Messer’s research was eclectic; his 
report drew upon a reading of sixteenth-century naval journals, corre-
spondence with the Melanesian Mission, recent psycho-physiological 
theories of the nervous system, and an emerging expertise in toxicol-
ogy sourced from the Melbourne and Sydney universities in order to 
dismiss the reality of Santa Cruz poisons and to argue that a form of 
mental illness was instead responsible for the sailors’ and commodore’s 
deaths. Rejecting strychnine-based explanations, which nonetheless 
later gained prominence, Messer argued that several of his patients had 
in reality suffered from ‘hysterical tetanus’; a prevailing terror of the 
reputed poisons among medically uneducated British sailors predis-
posed them to a nervous irritability which mimicked or encouraged 
the onset of the disease.18 By the same mechanism, Messer claimed 
that an ‘ignorant’ belief in poison both illustrated and perpetuated the 
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enduring state of backwardness and mental abnormality then said to 
characterise Nendö people, and so compounded the difficulties of the 
Melanesian Mission.19 Messer’s ‘chief object’, he later wrote, was there-
fore to ‘dispel this belief in the poisons, and thereby minimise the risks 
of tetanus; for it is asserted by many missionaries and others that this 
and other allied diseases of the nervous system, have become much less 
frequent among those islanders who have renounced superstition and 
have embraced Christianity’.20

The tone and message of Messer’s reports are best understood in 
relation to the Royal Navy’s contemporary efforts to distinguish itself 
as an engine of modernity and an affiliate of imperial expansion. Implicit 
in much of the surgeon’s writing is an argument concerning the rele-
vance of then emerging understandings of stress and nervous break-
down to constructions of civilisational progress and the modern, 
rational self. These themes reflected the Medical Department of the 
Navy’s then ongoing struggle to police the mental health of its sailors, 
as much as they did naval surgeons’ broader desire to associate them-
selves with the extension and consolidation of imperial control.21 The 
particular elegance of Messer’s study was that one of its main subjects, 
the late commodore Goodenough, had formerly embodied a growing 
trend of humanitarian activism within the navy distinguished by deter-
minedly ‘benevolent’ efforts to improve and to Christianise South 
Pacific peoples. Posthumously immortalised in 1876 as ‘The Christian 
hero of Santa Cruz’, Goodenough was, according to Samson, a ‘staunch 
modernizer’, who sought to associate muscular Christianity and Victo-
rian notions of patriotic duty with the navy’s efforts to colonise and to 
civilise the South Pacific.22 Following the attack at Santa Cruz, the sub-
jection of the wounded Goodenough to Messer’s ministrations neatly 
underlined the need for medical interventionism to operate in parallel. 
By 1875, Messer had become a firm advocate of the argument that civi-
lisational progress mapped the subjugation to rational thought of igno-
rance, stress, and superstition. Proper regimes of thought expressed a 
sound psycho-physiological state, the main guarantors of which were 
Christian belief and a modern medical understanding of the mind.

Though it is difficult to be certain, there is an intriguing possibility 
that the surgeon’s arguments were therefore to some degree opportun-
istic. Messer’s analysis of Goodenough’s mind, which is explored in 
more detail below, sought through the language of volitional and 
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non-volitional mental reflexes to lessen the aspersions which the sur-
geon’s diagnosis of hysterical tetanus cast upon the commodore’s Chris-
tianly character and masculine virtues. It did not, however, do so 
completely. Since Goodenough had come, by 1875, to represent impe-
rial British exploration to a degree almost comparable with that earlier 
achieved by Cook, Messer perhaps hoped to increase perceptions of the 
significance of his report by revealing the commodore to be vulnerable 
to malign and superstitious influences. What is certain is that the Pearl 
had recently become a site of peculiar significance to debates concern-
ing the best means of ‘modernising’ South Pacific cultures; as experts 
in unrelated fields, it is tempting to imagine Goodenough and Messer 
arguing for the relative merits of paternalistic protection and medical 
intervention over dinner on the ship’s quarterdeck. The commodore 
and surgeon had, for instance, each developed their own close links 
with imperial officials in the British metropole during the Pearl’s earlier 
visits to Fiji in 1874. As Samson observes, the British government was 
persuaded to carry out its subsequent annexation of Fiji partly in con-
sequence of Goodenough’s investigation of the local labour trade.23 At 
a time in which the Royal Navy was increasingly evangelical and pious, 
Goodenough’s Christian, humanitarian, and anthropological insights 
formed a potent mix.24 Contemporaries also recognised, however, the 
distinct contribution made by Messer himself. A report by the surgeon 
on the climate and inhabitants of Fiji, which he sent to the Colonial 
Office in 1874, was even said by some to have been the dominant factor 
in its subsequent annexation.25 There, Messer spoke of Fiji’s healthy 
climate as a means to encourage colonisation. ‘Dysentery’, he argued, 
‘is the only disease which Europeans have to fear in Fiji and to guard 
against, as can generally be done by observing a few simple precau-
tions’.26 In a manner which foreshadowed the interventionist style of his 
later work, the surgeon suggested that the local popularity of native kava 
root was a symptom of poor education, and a cause of delirium.27

Messer was one of many nineteenth-century surgeons trained to 
show scientific initiative, and to develop independent investigations of 
this kind, while on naval voyages. Born in Edinburgh in 1838, Messer 
had studied medicine at the University of Edinburgh, and in 1859 
joined the navy as a surgeon.28 In so doing, he formed part of a large 
diaspora of Scottish medical graduates in the naval service. The Royal 
Naval Hospital Haslar in Gosport lay at the centre of this network, and 
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it was to here that Messer’s draft report on Santa Cruz arrows was first 
sent. Since 1827, the hospital had maintained a museum and library 
under the direction of the Edinburgh graduate and naval Inspector of 
Hospitals, William Burnett. With the encouragement of two further 
Edinburgh graduates, the phrenologist James Scott and, after 1855, the 
navy’s Director-General John Liddell, Haslar supported and trained the 
navy’s surgeons in a manner reminiscent of the broad curricula which 
flourished within Scottish universities in the aftermath of the Scottish 
Enlightenment.29 The museum and library reflected not only pathologi-
cal and anatomical interests but also promoted anthropological trea-
tises and collections, thus supporting and extending colonial interest in 
the joint study of exotic climates, cultures, and peoples. After the mid-
1850s, surgeons at Haslar seeking cures for a growth in toxic injuries 
inflicted against the navy’s sailors became increasingly interested in the 
use of plants to manufacture poisonous weapons; relevant botanical 
specimens were displayed in the hospital museum alongside examples 
of the objects themselves.30 The study of poison, about which almost 
nothing was known, thus increased in tandem with the British Empire’s 
incursion into tropical climates.

Messer was influenced too by the study of so-called ‘naval lunatics’. 
Haslar, where a ‘Naval Lunatic Asylum’ opened in 1815, had been 
central to the medical investigation of the minds of the navy’s sailors 
since 1807, when the Edinburgh graduate Thomas Trotter, a former 
Haslar physician, published his essay on the ‘increasing prevalence’ of 
nervous diseases in Britain.31 The seamen of the navy, who were sup-
posedly more ‘manly’ and thus less susceptible to mental illness than 
the general public, had alarmed Trotter by exhibiting signs of a weak-
ened ‘nervous temperament’ then thought to be widespread.32 Though 
Trotter argued that ‘savage races’ tended to possess a healthier mental 
state than ‘civilized’ Europeans, he followed a convention later used by 
Messer in remarking that the ‘inhabitants of some of the South Sea 
Islands are examples to the contrary’.33 Citing the ‘mania’ associated 
with the collapse of the South Sea Company in 1720, Trotter also pre-
ceded Messer in commenting upon the dangers the region posed for 
those of an unsound mind.34

In November 1836, naval surgeons first began to study mental illness 
in an imperial and systematic manner following Burnett’s publication 
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of a ‘nosological synopsis’ designed to be filled out in conjunction with 
their standard medical journals. In the synopsis, surgeons were asked 
to record ‘neuroses’ such as apoplexy, dyspepsia, and mania.35 Although 
the synopsis was designed only to record mental ailments suffered by 
sailors of the Royal Navy, surgeons were encouraged to extend their 
commentary in the space provided for ‘General Remarks’ at the back 
of naval medical journals. Here, surgeons could make observations on 
a range of imperial affairs. Every two years, gold medals were awarded 
to the surgeons whose journals were ‘most approved of by the principal 
Medical Officers of the Navy, and the Presidents of the Colleges of 
Physicians and Surgeons’.36 The medals, funded since 1830 by a bequest 
from the Scottish physician Gilbert Blane, bore the inscription mente 
manuque, meaning ‘with mind and hand’, and thus encouraged scientific 
research.37 In 1874, Messer used this space to make his report on the 
colonial potential of Fiji. In 1875, he won the Blane medal for his work 
on poisonous arrows.38

Sailors, ‘savages’, and poison

Messer’s 1875 report used historical, ethnographic, and medical allu-
sions similar to those employed by Trotter as a means to encourage 
support for the Melanesian Mission and the Royal Navy’s humanitarian 
endeavour. Whereas sailors had previously been compared with 
‘savages’ as a means to point them toward more ‘civilised’ behaviour, 
Messer was arguably attempting the opposite. By linking sailors’ belief 
in poisonous arrows with that of Nendö people, Messer sought to 
equate missionaries’ efforts to bring Christianity to the South Pacific 
with a better-established consensus about the need to educate the 
Royal Navy’s ‘ignorant’ and ‘superstitious’ workforce. Following the 
attack on Goodenough, the Melanesian Mission was much in need of 
such a defence. Missionaries had hardly dared to visit Nendö Island 
since 1864, when Patteson narrowly escaped an arrow attack himself, 
and it was reportedly with Nendö people’s encouragement that he was 
later killed at Nukapu.39 Reporting the commodore’s death on 28 
August 1875, the Sydney Mail and New South Wales Advertiser observed 
that ‘the Santa Cruz group has acquired for itself a savage pre-eminence’ 
as a place of ‘inhuman massacre’, and cast doubt upon missionaries’ 
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ability to redress the ‘peculiar hostility to white men among the 
savages’.40 As an antidote to such feeling, Messer’s reports on poisonous 
arrows emphasised the importance of a well-functioning nervous 
system for rational behaviour, and argued that this was wanting in 
sailors and Nendö people alike. Notions of racial difference were 
thereby undercut in favour of an argument for the latent capacity for 
civilisation that resided in the mind; behaviour befitting of the modern 
age could only be brought about by Christian belief and medical under-
standing, and could easily become threatened if they were neglected.

The Victorian period was one of pronounced concern with the 
‘enigma’ of nervous breakdown, as Janet Oppenheim has shown.41 The 
relationship between civilisation, stress, and depression being much 
contested, Messer’s effort to conflate religious instruction with a func-
tional nervous system, and a functional nervous system with sane and 
civilised behaviour, offered a powerful physiological apparatus and vin-
dication for missionary work. Premised, too, upon an attempt to 
promote the abilities and influence of naval surgeons, Messer’s argu-
ment was helped by the fact that allusions to mentally unstable or 
superstitious sailors were used frequently in the nineteenth century to 
promote Christian belief and theological education. The Christian 
magazine Leisure Hour, published by the Religious Tract Society, for 
instance, interpreted the problem of ‘naval lunatics’ from a moral and 
educational angle in its long-running series on the ‘Superstitions of 
Seamen’. In 1852, the magazine observed that ‘seamen are perhaps the 
most superstitious of mortals’, and that ‘ignorance is undoubtedly the 
mother of superstition’.42 The Society offered libraries to sailors as a 
possible solution. ‘Much has been done of late years to improve the 
condition of seamen’, it wrote, and ‘to communicate to them that reli-
gious knowledge which is the best counter-agent of superstitions’.43

The salubrious qualities of ‘moral and religious instruction’ were 
similarly promoted within the navy’s asylums, which experienced an 
epidemic in cases of mental illness between 1874 and 1875. In this 
period alone, the Royal Naval Lunatic Asylum at Great Yarmouth was 
forced to hire extra attendants in order to cope with an influx of 268 
patients exhibiting ‘mania’ and ‘insanity’, twenty-two of whom died 
from ‘Diseases of the Nervous System’.44 Messer would therefore have 
had reason to assume the sympathy of Admiralty officials when he 
began his 1875 report on the Santa Cruz arrows with a deliberate 
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reference to the unhealthy superstitions of sailors. ‘It has been the 
popular belief from the earliest times’, he wrote:

that many of the more savage races which Europeans have met in differ-
ent parts of the world are in the habit of using poisonous arrows and 
darts, both in warfare and in the chase. This belief has, in many cases, 
been accompanied by an amount of dread of these weapons, which has 
led to the subject of poisonous arrows being obscured by numerous 
mysterious and improbable stories. Nowhere perhaps at the present day 
does so much of this sensational and unscientific rumour exist as among 
the Islands of the South Pacific, owing partly to the fact that most of it 
has been derived from uneducated sailors.45

In 1873, another of the Australia Station’s surgeons, Godfrey Goodman, 
similarly remarked in his medical journal that it was ‘generally believed 
by the traders to Santa Cruz, that all the arrows there are poisoned’.46 
Following an arrow attack, Goodman noted how one ship’s mate had 
recovered after pouring ‘strong hydrochloric acid, which he kept for 
cleaning shells, into his wound’.47 Goodman was nevertheless at a loss to 
describe the nature of the poisons involved, or to explain the efficacy of 
this drastic solution. In his own reports, Messer resorted to eighteenth-
century observations made at Santa Cruz by the British naval explorer 
Phillip Carteret for medical insights. ‘In the writings of the early voyag-
ers numerous instances are given of their men being wounded among 
the South Sea Islands “by deadly flights of poisonous arrows” ’, he wrote, 
‘but they are not so well known to modern voyagers’.48 This had allowed 
superstition to replace scientific analysis, and in consequence members 
of the Australia Station’s fleet had developed a tendency toward nerv-
ousness and hysteria comparable with the ‘peculiar mental constitution 
of ignorant and savage races’.49 At Santa Cruz, this was demonstrated by 
Nendö people’s supposed indulgence in ‘superstition, witchcraft, and 
sorcery in their most debasing forms’.50

Key to Messer’s argument was his observation that the painful 
spasms suffered by sailors wounded by Santa Cruz arrows did not 
resemble the known effects of blood poisoning, or of contact with the 
region’s plants. The methods by which Nendö people reportedly poi-
soned the arrows also seemed to point more to superstitious belief than 
to any developed knowledge concerning the production of poisons. 
According to Messer, the sailors of the Pearl were most particularly 
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afraid of a method said to involve immersing the arrows ‘in a dead 
decomposing human body’.51 Rumours focused on the story of a sailor 
who had reported seeing:

one or two dead bodies lying in a state of decomposition, with several 
arrows sticking in them ‘like porcupines, sir’, while sitting by them was 
a native, with a fire of wood, and a pot of vegetable poison, who drew 
the arrows from the bodies dripping with viscid animal matter, held 
them over the fire till they were partially dry, then smeared them with 
the contents of the pot.52

Messer argued that the method of poisoning there described sug-
gested certain misunderstandings of botanical and pathological 
science; the story was also so fanciful that sailors who were willing 
to believe it demonstrated a poor education, comparable with that of 
those who attempted to manufacture poison in this way. In 1866, the 
French morbid anatomist Victor Feltz had demonstrated that injec-
tions of ‘putrid matter’ could cause symptoms of blood poisoning in 
animals, but Messer noted that septicaemia had not likewise emerged in 
the arrow wounds.53 Though strychnine poisoning from certain plants 
was known to cause tetanus-like symptoms, Messer ruled this out on 
the basis that it usually did so immediately, and that in any case none 
of the necessary plants grew in the Santa Cruz region. George Britton 
Halford, a professor of medicine and expert on snake-poisoning at the 
University of Melbourne, had reassured Messer that his own experi-
ments with poisonous arrows from the neighbouring Solomon Islands 
had suggested no indigenous knowledge of, or access to, any dangerous 
plants.54

It is revealing that Messer was prepared to rule out the presence of 
poison on this basis. The tips of the arrows were, he noted, coated in a 
strange substance, and often dyed red; various interviews with mis-
sionaries confirmed that Nendö people possessed a strong belief in the 
arrows’ power to poison wounds55 Messer’s own knowledge of blood 
poisoning was seemingly poor, for he referred to Feltz only briefly, and 
called him ‘Felty’.56 Such was the surgeon’s wish to claim that supersti-
tious belief was the only potent poison associated with the arrows, his 
dismissal of the presence of toxins was therefore spurious. Although 
Messer’s second report investigated Santa Cruz plants more systemati-
cally, it too contained flaws. Messer wrote to the Melanesian Mission 
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to enquire into indigenous uses of plants, and in return received several 
specimens, which he sent to the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew. Upon 
their arrival, however, the plants were in no condition for adequate 
testing.57 Messer instead based his results on experiments which 
involved poking dogs and rabbits with collected arrows, and feeding 
them indigenous plants, which in some cases produced symptoms of 
tetanus comparable with those suffered onboard the Pearl.58 The animals 
made for inconclusive subjects, however. ‘Three quarters of an hour 
after swallowing the dose [a] dog vomited’, Messer wrote, ‘but at once 
ate all the vomited matter’.59 On this dubious evidence, Messer con-
cluded that ‘we may be justified in looking upon these reputed poisons 
with the gravest doubts as to their potency’.60

Disciplining fear: understandings of tetanus and the nervous system

Having cast into doubt the existence of Santa Cruz poisons on these 
grounds, Messer set out his theory that the wounded men onboard the 
Pearl in reality suffered from certain varieties of tetanus. The surgeon’s 
attempt to associate the suffering caused by poisonous arrows with 
poor education, stress, and superstition depended upon a nineteenth-
century understanding of the relation of the disease to the nervous 
system about which very little has since been written. Indeed, the 
history of tetanus in this period is almost completely unexplored.61 In 
the years which preceded the first isolation of tetanus bacterium, the 
aetiology of the disease was highly uncertain. The symptoms of tetanus, 
in particular muscular stiffness and spasms, were assumed to be the 
manifestation of one or more disorders in the nervous system, which 
might themselves have any number of causes. As Messer himself noted, 
warm climates were strongly associated with the disease; John Hunter, 
the well-known eighteenth-century surgeon and collector, had sug-
gested that climate alone might be sufficient to produce tetanus.62 What 
would now be recognised as the bacterial form of the disease was often 
also associated with, or mistaken for, conditions such as strychnine 
poisoning and a raft of neurological disorders such as non-epileptic or 
dissociative seizures. For this reason, Messer considered the sporadic 
but short-lived fits suffered by Jervis, Hawker, and Belts to be just as 
significant as the considerably more serious symptoms exhibited by 
Goodenough, Rayner, and Small.
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Messer’s conflation of tetanus with poor education and an ignorance 
of Christian teaching drew upon an earlier tradition of partisan diagno-
ses of hysteria made by religious authorities in Britain. Such diagnoses 
targeted, in particular, outbreaks of religious revivalism, spiritualism, 
and other ostensibly eccentric superstitious or supernatural practices.63 
In 1846, Hector Landouzy first coined the term ‘hystero-epilepsy’ to 
bring together medical investigations of the physical ailments which 
manifested in patients suffering extreme mental excitement, but it was 
only in 1881 that the neurologist William Gowers developed a method 
for distinguishing between epileptic seizures and ‘pseudoseizures’.64 
This ambiguity allowed Messer to wield diagnoses of tetanus as part of 
a wider struggle for the control of the indigenous inhabitants of Santa 
Cruz, in a manner comparable with that identified by Christopher Law-
rence in relation to the political history of scurvy.65 Despite the shared 
context of naval medicine, however, the moral conventions of discipline 
and hygiene associated with scurvy’s treatment did not feature signifi-
cantly in Messer’s discussion of tetanus; ideas of cleanliness were men-
tioned in his reports only in the most superficial terms.66 Tetanus’s 
capacity to affect sailors of all ranks and temperaments, from Goode-
nough to the ship’s cook, seemingly made a mockery of the cohesive 
and longstanding vision of moral behaviour which Lawrence describes. 
‘Habits of life, such as temperance, and the reverse’, Messer noted, ‘have 
no apparent connection with its production’.67

The potency of Messer’s argument accordingly lay in his access to a 
new psycho-physiological language of the nervous system, which per-
mitted him to claim that certain forms of tetanus were easily avoided. 
As suggested above, the important thing about Messer’s theory was that 
it could be applied universally; his was a treatment of the mind and 
spirit. The surgeon’s various references to ‘voluntary, reflex, sensory, and 
motor functions’, and more generally to ‘the well-known power of the 
mind over the body in inducing insanity and other allied diseases of the 
nervous system’, betrayed an association with the influential theories of 
the Unitarian physician William Carpenter.68 In 1874, Carpenter had 
first published The Principles of Mental Physiology, in which he stressed 
the interrelation of psychological and physiological behaviour, and thus 
the importance of the ‘training and discipline of the mind’.69 Here, Car-
penter explained that tetanus was a symptom of the breakdown of the 
nervous system, which itself occurred in consequence of ‘an undue 
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excitability of the Emotions [and] their known influence on the “vaso-
motor Nerves” ’.70

In a line of thought earlier developed in his Principles of Human 
Physiology and an essay on the ‘Voluntary and Instinctive Actions of 
Living Beings’, Carpenter argued that the progress of civilisation could 
be read in terms of the development of man’s powers of ‘internal voli-
tion’ over those of ‘external stimuli’.71 In a sign of divine providence, the 
human nervous system had been imbued with sufficient complexity to 
allow the expression of willpower.72 Involuntary and therefore irrational 
behaviour, which often manifested in spasms, was the consequence of 
a subversion of the reasoning process, and an affiliated disease of the 
nervous system. The rationale for strange behaviour, wrote Carpenter, 
‘is simply as follows. The continued concentration of Attention upon a 
certain idea gives it a dominant power, not only over the mind, but over 
the body; and the muscles become the involuntary instruments whereby 
it is carried in to operation’.73 Contrary to those, such as the philosopher 
George Henry Lewes, who assumed ‘that a Physiological Psychology 
strikes at the root of Morals and Religion’, Carpenter argued that models 
of the mind based in materialist science were no obstacle to religious 
faith or the idea of a conscious self.74

For Messer, the problematic dominant ‘idea’ among sailors and 
Nendö people was that of fatal and incurably poisoned arrow wounds, 
which considerably heightened the stressful nature of the navy’s increas-
ingly violent Pacific encounters. Fear of poison weakened the nervous 
system, and was a symptom of the superstitious belief which resulted 
from an ignorance of Christian education. Should a man with a fear of 
poisons proceed to encounter a suspected poison, his already fragile 
nervous system would be placed in a perilous state. In a departure from 
Carpenter, this was the condition Messer called ‘hysterical tetanus’, 
which he distinguished from the disease’s ‘idiopathic’ and ‘traumatic’ 
forms.75 The surgeon borrowed the latter two subdivisions from the 
early work of the military physicians Robert Willan and John Hennen, 
who had, in 1801 and 1820 respectively, identified the role of anxiety 
and terror in ‘inducing the traumatic, as well as the idiopathic form 
of the disease, as seen in its frequent occurrence after battles, earth-
quakes, etc’.76 In such cases, fear and allied conditions encouraged a 
form of tetanus which ultimately derived from wounds or exposure to 
dangerous environments. Hysterical tetanus could occur without such 
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provocation, but remained just as dangerous. It was a sign, perhaps, 
of the contemporary growth of professional interest in what Carpen-
ter called ‘Physiological Psychology’ that Messer cited no particular 
authority in his discussion of this latter form of the disease. Refer-
ences to ‘hysterical tetanus’ in texts published in English appear to date 
back at least as far as an 1844 translation of the German homeopathist 
Andreas Joseph Friedrich Ruoff ’s 1837 Repertorium für die homöopa-
thische Praxis, but were becoming increasingly frequent at the time of 
the attack on the Pearl.77 Short summaries of the condition appear, for 
example, in Timothy Holmes’s 1870 text, A System of Surgery: Theoreti-
cal and Practical, and in Frederick James Gant’s 1871 treatise, The Science 
and Practice of Surgery.78

Making only a very subtle allusion to the fact that hysteria was then 
commonly considered a feminine trait, Messer’s 1875 report sought to 
demonstrate the truth of his theory that hysterical tetanus was respon-
sible for the suffering of the Pearl’s crew by sorting Goodenough and 
the six other men wounded by Santa Cruz arrows according to their 
relative nervous temperaments. This gave the semblance of a controlled 
scientific experiment:

five men were wounded by arrows fired at them by the natives of that 
place, in a treacherous and unprovoked attack, while another officer on 
the same occasion accidentally received a scratch by coming in contact 
with the point of an arrow in the hand of one of the natives. Here, then, 
was suddenly afforded an opportunity of observing the effects of these 
arrow wounds, and testing the truth of their poisonous reputation in 
seven cases, two officers and five men. It is worthy of record, that Com-
modore Goodenough was an officer of the very highest intelligence, 
possessed of a most powerful and deeply cultured mind, free, one would 
suppose, from any weakness or dread of uncertain danger, and in whom 
the mens sana in corpore sano was most fully illustrated. In the other 
officer, a different and very highly nervous disposition, was combined 
with a weakly and rather delicate body. As for the five men, every differ-
ence in age, disposition, and habit of life was represented. The wounds 
themselves were in every case slight.79

The ‘slightness’ of the wounds made the hysterical form of tetanus 
the most likely culprit for the men’s suffering, once the poisons them-
selves were proven fantastical. The disease, Messer argued, had been 
abetted by certain environmental factors; ‘favourable’ conditions for 
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the production of tetanus, whether traumatic, idiopathic, or hysteri-
cal, had appeared at Santa Cruz in the form of ‘punctured wounds… 
an unusual amount of excitement after an attack, together with much 
anxiety of mind, fear of poison, and consequent despondency. To these 
must be added an exceedingly hot, damp, relaxing climate’.80 Refer-
ences to ‘inward’ and ‘outward’ behaviour, likely inspired by Carpenter’s 
success in reconciling divine willpower with mechanistic models of 
the mind, allowed Messer to overcome the contradiction between his 
diagnosis of a hysterical mental state and Goodenough’s reputation as 
a rational, masculine, and Christianly explorer. The commodore’s mind 
had exerted a sinister and seemingly autonomous agency in its fixation 
on the existence and deadly nature of indigenous poisons:

In the commodore’s case, as before mentioned, we would not have 
expected to find that the influence of the mind over the body was of a 
hurtful nature, but rather the reverse. Unfortunately, however, from the 
very first, although apparently disbelieving in the danger of the poison, 
his mind never left the subject, but at once began to look forward to and 
prepare for a fatal result. This, however, he did in all outward calmness, 
and with a courage and resignation which others have well described.81

Messer may have acknowledged that too overt a challenge to Goode-
nough’s character was likely to have a negative impact on the dissemina-
tion and publication of his report. The last sentence of the extract above 
likely refers to the work of Henry Goldfinch, one of the Pearl’s lieuten-
ants, who had written a moving account of Goodenough’s illness and 
death.82 There, Goldfinch emphasised the manner in which the com-
modore accepted and made a virtue of his fate:

19th August. This afternoon I witnessed the saddest scene possible we 
had been greatly alarmed all day about the state of the Com at 5pm he 
sent for all the officers into his sleeping cabin he spoke to us all generally 
at first telling us the great comfort he had in dying was the love of God 
and exhorting us to love him more then he said goodbye & spoke a few 
kind words to each of us kissing us all round every one in tears.

If Goodenough had not resigned himself to his death from poisonous 
wounds, Messer implied, he may have survived the attack; lack of 
medical education and a consequent superstition had encouraged the 
commodore’s fate. Whereas Rayner and Small similarly suffered from a 
hysterical mental state with few outward symptoms, the ‘delicate’ 
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officer, Hawker, and the engineer, Belts, had by contrast exhibited it in 
full. Though Hawker received only a slight scratch to his shoulder, 
Messer reported that ‘unusual and irregular symptoms of tetanus set in 
very early, his mind becoming extremely excited’.83 Convinced the pre-
sumed poisoning meant ‘he must surely die’, Hawker refused to leave 
his cabin and ‘adopted strange and eccentric methods to prevent his jaw 
becoming locked … He nearly succeeded in producing real tetanus, and 
probably would have done so had his wound been anything beyond the 
merest scratch.84 Belts, who was ‘extremely nervous and timorous’, suf-
fered similarly after he ‘allowed himself to imagine’ that a wound on his 
thumb ‘was caused by one of the arrows he had accidentally touched’.85 
Messer’s published report states that Belts’s fear of poison was so 
extreme that he was ultimately invalided from the navy, being ‘actually 
considered insane’.86 In his original notes, however, the surgeon noted 
more candidly his suspicion that Belts in fact ‘exaggerated his symp-
toms for his own purposes’.87 The surgeon’s desire to establish cases of 
hysterical tetanus may therefore have been acknowledged, and exploited, 
by devious elements of the Pearl’s crew.

Conclusion

It has not been my intention here to offer a final diagnosis of the suffer-
ings of the Pearl’s wounded sailors, but it is as well to observe that 
Goodenough, Rayner, and Small almost certainly died from an infect-
ion caused by tetanus bacteria. Strychnine poisoning appears an unlikely 
explanation, as Messer observed, because it took more than a week for 
the men to die. Nevertheless, it should be noted that since Nendö 
people were undoubtedly aware of the association between arrow 
wounds and tetanus, the arrows could indeed be considered poisonous. 
As no attempt has lately been made to settle this question, Santa Cruz 
arrows now held at the British Museum are pragmatically considered 
toxic, and have their points carefully wrapped.88 With respect to the 
‘outward symptoms’ of what Messer called hysterical tetanus, in the 
case of Hawker, Jervis, and perhaps Belts, the condition might now be 
referred to as a form of non-epileptic seizure; these can be stimulated 
by anxiety and depression, and may well have been less prevalent in 
sailors who, in consequence of Christian faith or otherwise, did not 
believe in the indigenous manufacture of poison.89
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The caution afforded to the arrows now in the British Museum speaks 
to Messer’s contradictory legacy. The surgeon was the first explorer of 
the British Empire to undertake a detailed study of exotic poisons, and 
incidents of poisoning, but he failed to make a significant impact upon 
medical research. Furthermore, though Messer sought to establish 
that no viable poisons were manufactured in the Santa Cruz Islands, 
his references to decomposing bodies, witchcraft, and painful death 
lingered long in the imagination of his contemporaries. The problem 
was that Messer’s case for hysterical tetanus, about which he himself 
called for more research, was not strong enough to convince physicians, 
sailors, and the public that poisonous arrows could safely be ignored. 
‘Is it certain’, came one typical response in the contemporary press, 
‘that the Polynesians never soak their arrows in a solution of strychnia 
or some analogous vegetable poison?’ 90 The Gilbert Blane medal, it 
may fairly be concluded, in truth rewarded Messer’s deft weaponisa-
tion of the Victorian concern with nervous breakdown, and his novel 
use of emerging psycho-physiological explanations for tetanic spasms. 
By proposing that the most dangerous and enduring barriers to the 
development of the South Pacific region were the stress and hysteria of 
superstition, the surgeon consolidated the Medical Department of the 
Navy’s influence within a triumvirate of imperial encounter, humani-
tarian activism, and Christian proselytisation. Though never explicit, 
the doubts Messer cast upon Goodenough’s mental state challenged 
the stability of contemporary formulations of ‘modern’ civilisation and 
its forms of behaviour; poisonous arrows, like Conan Doyle’s Tonga 
and his darts, had the power to disrupt and to terrorise civil socie-
ties. In 1877, an editorial in the Australian Town and Country Journal 
revealed that the political significance and religious symbolism of 
Messer’s reports had not been missed. ‘At present the prayer to be 
delivered from “the arrow that flyeth by day” has a peculiar significance’, 
it observed. Should Messer’s discoveries offer an antidote to terror, 
‘they will rank high among the services conferred by explorers upon  
mankind’.91
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